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Introduction

Look at a map. Have you ever seen a Rhino? If you haven’- go to Africa. There are lots of animals there.

Their Skin

Their skin is like armor and why is it like armor because it helps if they fight. They could get stabbed. That way they can’t get hurt.

How Tough They Are

They could knock over a person and another Rhino. Tip: Don’t stand right next to it.

How They Fight

They use their horns to fight. Why they fight is to get a mate. Their horns are hollow.

How Do Adult Rhinos Drink

Adults drink by going to the waterhole. They live in the African Savanah.

(Diagram of a Rhino- See student work)
Glossary

Armor - Something that is hard.
African Savannah - A grassy place in Africa.
Hollow - It is something that is holes.
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Look at a map

Have you ever seen a fin now? If you haven't go to Africa. Thor are lots of animals.
Thor skin is like armor and why is it like armor because it helps if they bite. They can get stung.

That way they can't get hurt.
This is a picture of a person getting attacked by a rino.

They could move over a person and a rather rindy.

Tip: Don't stand near to it.
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Theys are fiting each other.

Thay vs thair barns to fit. Thay fit is to get a mate. Thar doys are how.
How do adults drink?

This is a water hole.

Adults drink by bowing to the waterhole. They live in a认同 bottom.
The other on this book

My three favorite colors are green, blue, red. My three favorite animals are cheetahs, dogs, rainbows.
Diagram of rhino

this is a diagram of a rhino.
Glossary

Armer = Something that is hard

African Savanna = A grassy place in Africa

Below = It is something that is bars
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